KENTUCKY 453 HIGHWAY BRIDGE
CHANNEL SPAN

ELEVATION OF LOW STEEL
AT PIERS 416.5
AT CENTER OF SPAN 426.5

VERTICAL CLEARANCE AT POOL STAGE
AT PIERS 67.5'
AT CENTER OF SPAN 67.5'

VERTICAL CLEARANCE AT REGULATED HIGH WATER
AT PIERS 41.5'
AT CENTER OF SPAN 51.5'

HORIZONTAL CLEARANCE
AT PIERS 350.0'

AERIAL TELEPHONE CROSSINGS

ELEVATION AT LOW POINT OF SAG
AT PIERS 424

VERTICAL CLEARANCE AT POOL STAGE
AT PIERS 65'

VERTICAL CLEARANCE AT REGULATED HIGH WATER
AT PIERS 49'

AERIAL POWER CROSSINGS

ELEVATION AT LOW POINT OF SAG
AT PIERS 447
AT CENTER OF SPAN 444

VERTICAL CLEARANCE AT POOL STAGE
AT PIERS 88'
AT CENTER OF SPAN 85'

VERTICAL CLEARANCE AT REGULATED HIGH WATER
AT PIERS 72'
AT CENTER OF SPAN 69'